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1. How can your weight be different on Earth than 
on the Moon?

2. What two forces cause ocean tides?

3. Why do astronauts fl oat when they are weightless 
orbiting the Earth in the space shuttle?

4.  Gravity cannot be seen or felt 
even though it affects every object in the universe. 
Describe some of the ways you know gravity 
exists. Include details from the book to support 
your answer.

5.  Predict Based on your understanding of 
balance, what do you think will happen if you 
stand on one foot and then raise your arm and 
hold it out to one side?

What did you learn?Extended Vocabulary

air resistance
black hole
center of gravity
escape velocity
orbital velocity 
terminal velocity
tides
weight

Vocabulary

acceleration
force
friction
gravitational force
inertia
momentum
speed
velocity
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What You Already Know

Every object in the universe, from a pencil on your desk to 
the most distant star, has forces acting on it. A force is a push or 
a pull. Some forces act only when objects are touching, but others 
have effects that extend long distances. 

Friction is the force that resists movement of  one object past 
another. For example, when you pick up a pencil, friction prevents 
it from slipping between your fi ngers. Friction is a force that only 
affects objects that are touching. The amount of  force depends 
on the type of  surfaces that are in contact. It is easier to pick up a 
pencil than a wet ice cube because the force of  friction is stronger 
between your fi nger and the pencil.

Although the balloons seem to fl oat freely 
in the air, many forces are acting on them.
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When you drop the pencil, it falls to the fl oor. The force 
that causes it to fall is gravitational force, the force of  attraction 
between an object and every other object in the universe. 
Objects do not have to touch one another to experience 
gravitational force, as when you toss a pencil up in the air. 
The attraction between the pencil and the Earth causes the pencil 
to fall.

Forces, such as friction and gravity, cause objects to move. 
Speed is a measure of  how fast an object is moving. Speed is 
calculated by dividing the distance that the object moves by 
the time needed to move that distance. If  you ride your bicycle 
20 kilometers in one hour, your speed is 20 kilometers per hour, 
or 20 km/h. Velocity is the speed of  an object in a particular 
direction. If  you are riding from south to north on your bike, 
your velocity is 20 km/h north. 

When a force acts on a moving object, the velocity of  the 
object can change. Acceleration is the rate at which velocity 
changes. Acceleration occurs whenever the speed changes, the 
direction of  motion changes, or both speed and direction change. 
Acceleration is the result of  unbalanced forces on an object. 

Inertia is the tendency of  an object to remain at rest or in 
constant motion unless a force acts on it. Inertia is the reason that 
it is hard to pedal your bike when you fi rst start, but it is easier 
to keep moving once you are going. It takes force to overcome 
inertia at fi rst, but then the motion continues once you start 
pedaling. It also takes force to overcome the inertia of  a moving 
object. Momentum is a measure of  the force needed to stop 
a moving object. It is the product of  the object’s mass and its 
velocity. Because momentum increases with mass, it is harder to 
stop a heavier object, such as a baseball, than it is to stop a light 
object, such as a table tennis ball. 
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The Force of  Gravity
Inertia means that a moving object will keep moving unless 

a force acts on it. If  you throw a ball upward in the air, it does 
not keep going upward forever. It falls back toward the ground. 
What happened to its inertia? A force acted on the ball to change 
its velocity. As soon as you throw the ball upward, the force of  
gravity—the attraction between the ball and the Earth—causes 
the upward velocity to decrease. Eventually, the direction of  
travel reverses completely and the ball returns to the ground. 

Gravity is the force of  attraction between any two objects. 
You usually cannot feel the force of  gravity on your body. 
What you can feel is the force that balances gravity. When you 
sit on a chair, the chair pushes you 

upward with a force equal to the 
downward pull of  gravity. If  the 
forces were not balanced, you would 
move, which is what happens when 
you sit on a chair that is too weak 
to push you up, and it breaks causing 
you to fall to the fl oor. 

The strength of  the attraction due to 
gravitational force depends on the mass of  
the objects and the distance between them. 
Weight is the measure of  the force of  gravity 
on an object. The object’s weight is its mass 
multiplied by the force of  gravity. Gravity 
pulls with a force of  9.8 newtons for every 
kilogram of  mass. A mass of  40 kg multiplied 
by 9.8 gives a weight of  392 N. 

The ball eventually falls to the 
ground due to the attraction 
between the ball and the Earth.
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People frequently talk about weight in kilograms, but 
kilograms measure mass, not weight. Because weight depends 
on gravity, a person’s weight can vary, depending on the 
gravitational force. 

As you can see from the illustration above, the Moon is 
much smaller than Earth. Since it has much less mass than Earth, 
its gravity is weaker. The Moon’s gravity pulls with a force of  
only 1.6 newtons for every kilogram of  mass. A mass of  40 kg 
multiplied by 1.6 only gives a weight of  64 N. That means things 
weigh less on the Moon. This is why astronauts can jump so high 
on the Moon. Their muscles only have to push about one-sixth 
the weight when they jump.

Now compare the gravity of  Jupiter to that of  Earth. Jupiter 
has more mass than Earth, so its gravity is stronger. It has a pull 
of  26 newtons for every kilogram of  mass. This means that if  you 
were to travel to Jupiter, you would weigh more than twice what 
you weigh on Earth!

The force of gravity depends on the 
combination of mass and distance 
from the center of the planet.

Earth Moon

Jupiter

Earth
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The Science of  Falling
If  the force of  gravity is an attraction of  two objects for 

one another, why do you move toward the Earth when you fall? 
Why doesn’t Earth move toward you? Believe it or not, you and 
Earth do move toward one another. You have much less mass 
than Earth, though, so your body moves most of  the distance. 
The motion of  the planet is so small that there is no way that 
it could ever be detected or measured. 

When an object falls, the force exerted by gravity causes 
its velocity to increase. You can see this effect when you throw 
a ball upward. 

When the ball reaches the very top of  its motion and starts 
to fall, it is barely moving, but by the time it reaches the ground, 
it is moving very quickly. 

These skydivers are experiencing two 
opposing forces—the pull of gravity 
and the push of the atmosphere.
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Gravity is not the only force that affects falling objects. 
Moving objects must push through the air. The faster an object 
moves, the more the air pushes back. Suppose you were riding a 
bicycle very quickly, the air would feel like a strong wind blowing 
on you. If  you kept speeding up, the force of  the air pushing 
on you would eventually get as strong as the force of  your legs 
pedaling you forward. At this point, you would not be strong 
enough to push yourself  any faster. Air resistance works just the 
same on falling objects. At a certain speed, the resistance of  the 
air is stronger than the pull of  gravity, and a falling object stops 
accelerating. This speed is called terminal velocity.

An object’s terminal velocity depends on its mass and shape. 
Objects that move through the air easily have high terminal 
velocities. People can fall no faster than 60 meters per second. 
Using a parachute, a person’s terminal velocity decreases to 
about 5 meters per second, making it possible to land 
without getting hurt.

In a Vacuum
In air, an elephant pushes 
through the air more 
easily than a feather, 
causing it to fall more 
quickly. In a vacuum, 
there is no air resistance 
to slow falling objects. 
With no air resistance, an 
elephant and a feather 
would fall at exactly the 
same speed!
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Balancing Act
Think about balancing on one foot. You feel yourself  starting 

to fall to one side, so you shift your weight to keep from falling. 
It feels as though most of  your weight is at a point in the center 
of  the body.

The point where you feel your weight concentrated is called 
your center of  gravity. All objects have a center of  gravity. For an 
approximately spherical object, such as the Earth or the Moon, it 
is the center of  the sphere. 

If  an object is supported beneath its center of  gravity, it 
balances. Suppose you are balancing a ruler straight up on the 
tip of  your fi nger. As the ruler starts to fall to one side, you 
move your fi nger in that direction to keep it balanced. 
As long as you keep your fi nger under the ruler’s 
center of  gravity, it will not fall over.

This gymnast can balance 
with one foot on a narrow 
beam by adjusting the 
position of his body.
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The forks, cork, and pin above balance on the string because 
the center of  gravity is in the middle of  the cork. If  one fork 
was made of  plastic and the other of  metal, the center of  gravity 
would shift away from the physical middle of  the object—maybe 
even into the metal fork—and it would not balance on the string. 
The center of  gravity of  an object can even be located outside its 
mass. The center of  gravity of  a donut, for example, is in its hole. 

Where is the center of  gravity in your body? That depends on 
how your mass is arranged. Because the gymnast is balanced on 
his toes, you know that his center of  gravity is located somewhere 
directly above his left foot. If  he moves, his center of  gravity 
will change. If  he lifts his right leg higher, his center of  gravity 
will move toward his head. Because the center of  gravity is then 
behind his left foot, he begins to fall backward. 

If  the center of  gravity changes with every movement, how 
do people keep from falling over? You have organs in your inner 
ears that detect the pull of  gravity. These organs constantly send 
messages to your brain, which causes your muscles to adjust your 
center of  gravity, maintaining your balance. You can feel these 
adjustments by standing on one foot and paying attention to 
how your body moves. 

The support point of an object is 
directly below its center of gravity.
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The Moon is much smaller than the Earth, but its gravitational 
force still has an observable effect. If  you have ever been to the 
ocean shore, you probably noticed that the size of  the beach 
changes. The effect is caused by changes in the depth of  the water. 
Tides are very long waves caused by the gravitational pull of  the 
Moon and the Sun. Although the Sun is much more massive than 
the Moon, it’s located much farther away than the Moon, so the 
Moon has a much greater effect on tides than the Sun. 

Because the strength of  the force of  gravity depends on 
distance, the pull of  the Moon’s gravity is strongest where the 
surface of  Earth is closest to the Moon. Although the solid parts 
of  the surface are tightly connected to one another, the liquid part, 
such as the oceans, is fl uid. The Moon pulls water to one side. 

Lunar Effects

At high tide, the water fi lls 
the whole bay. 

Low tide is the best time 
to hunt for seashells.
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On the other side of  the Earth, away from the Moon, there 
is another bulge of  water. This is caused by Earth’s movement 
through space. The oceans get slightly deeper where these two 
bulges occur. On the sides of  Earth where the water is not 
bulging, the ocean gets slightly shallower. When the ocean gets 
deeper, water moves up the shore, causing high tide. Where the 
ocean gets shallower, water moves down the shore, causing low 
tide. As the Moon moves around the Earth, the bulges move as 
well. Because of  the movement of  these bulges, the tide changes 
from high to low twice a day in the oceans.

Tides occur as 
landmasses pass 
the ocean bulges, 
which are greatly 
exaggerated here. 

the Moon

the Moon’s orbit
ocean bulge

Earth

Even though the Moon is far 
away, its gravity has a big effect 
on Earth’s oceans.
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When a spacecraft launches, it needs an enormous amount of  
energy to move from Earth into space. Its upward inertia must be 
stronger than the force of  Earth’s gravity pulling it downward. If  
not, it will fall back to Earth, just like a ball thrown in the air. The 
speed required to escape Earth’s gravity, called escape velocity, is 
about 11 kilometers per second, or 40,000 kilometers per hour. 
At this speed, a spacecraft will be able to continue moving away 
from Earth without any additional force being added. Reaching 
the escape velocity does not mean that the spacecraft is not 
affected by Earth’s gravity. It means that both gravity and upward 
acceleration are acting on the spacecraft, but upward acceleration 
is stronger. Earth’s pull decreases the farther a spacecraft travels 
from the planet. At some point, the pull of  another object in 
the solar system, such as another planet or its moon, becomes 
stronger than Earth’s gravity the closer you move to the other 
object. The spacecraft is then pulled toward this new object. No 
matter where the spacecraft travels in the universe, it will always 
be pulled by some object’s gravity.

Defying Gravity
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The force of gases leaving the booster 
rockets pushes the space shuttle upward 
to overcome the force of Earth’s gravity.

At a slightly slower speed, a spacecraft does not 
continue moving away from Earth, but it does not fall 

either. This is the orbital velocity—the velocity at 
which the object continues to move around the 

planet if  no additional force is used. The orbital 
velocity depends how far above the surface of  
Earth the craft is orbiting. At an altitude of  300 
km, a typical orbit for the space shuttle, the 
orbital velocity is 7.7 km/s, or about 28,000 km/h. 
It takes a bit longer than 90 minutes for the 
shuttle to travel all the way around Earth at 
this speed. 

To reach orbital velocity, the space shuttle 
requires enormous power to propel it upward. 
The upward force must be stronger than the 
gravitational pull. As the shuttle accelerates 
upward, the astronauts are pushed back 
against their seats with a force that is three 
times as great as the force of  gravity. 
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When you watch a fi lm of  astronauts in space, they seem 
to be fl oating around the cabin, experiencing no pull of  gravity. 
Sometimes you hear the term zero gravity used to describe the 
effect. Are astronauts in the space shuttle far enough from Earth 
that they aren’t affected by the pull of  its gravity? No. In fact the 
force exerted by gravity at the altitude of  the shuttle’s orbit is 
about 90 percent of  that at the surface of  Earth. 

When the space shuttle orbits Earth, it is constantly pulled 
downward by gravity. However, it is also moving forward at its 
orbital velocity. This forward inertia tends to push the shuttle in a 
straight line, away from Earth. If  this inertia is perfectly balanced 
with the pull of  gravity, the shuttle is in free fall. It is constantly 
pulled toward Earth, but it is also constantly pushed away, so its 
distance from Earth never changes. 

Zero Gravity?

Because it is moving at orbital 
velocity, the space shuttle 
appears to fl oat above Earth.
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Free fall explains how astronauts can fl oat around inside the 
shuttle. Remember that you cannot feel the force of  gravity, only 
the force that pushes in the opposite direction. The space shuttle 
is moving at 28,000 kilometers per hour, falling constantly. The 
people inside it are moving at exactly the same velocity, and so are 
all the objects inside the shuttle—even the air. Because everything 
is moving together, there is no force that works against gravity, 
so the passengers are weightless. They still have exactly the same 
mass as on the surface of  Earth, but if  they step on a scale, it will 
read zero because the scale and the person are moving together 
with the same velocity. 

Astronauts train in water 
to simulate weightlessness.

Inertia keeps this weightless 
astronaut moving forward 
until she experiences an 
opposing force.
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The Sun is the center of  a complex system of  moving objects 
known as the solar system. Nine planets orbit the Sun. Most 
of  the planets have their own system of  moons—Earth has one 
moon, while the larger planets, such as Jupiter and Saturn, have 
dozens of  moons. Thousands of  smaller objects, called asteroids, 
also orbit among the planets. Comets orbit so far away that we 
only see them once in a long while. 

This whole system stays together and moves because of  
gravity. The main gravitational force in our solar system is the 
pull between the Sun and each object. The mass of  the Sun is 
more than 700 times as much as the rest of  the solar system 
combined. Every other part of  the system moves at the orbital 
velocity that keeps it in place around the Sun. 

The Solar System

Neptune Venus

Mercury
Uranus

Jupiter

Earth

SunPlutoSaturn

Mars

This model shows the positions of the 
Sun and planets. If it were true to scale, 
the planets would be many meters from 
the Sun and too small to see.
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Before the middle of  the twentieth century, looking 
through telescopes was the only way to learn about the planets 
and other objects in the solar system. Since then, space probes 
that can reach Earth’s escape velocity have traveled to the planets 
and sent back close-up pictures. Probes have even landed on 
the planet Mars and Saturn’s moon, Titan. 

The outer planets are very far from Earth, much farther 
than they appear in the illustration. Probes going to the distant 
planets need enough force to move away from the Sun, as well 
as Earth. Gravity helps these probes start moving. The Moon or 
a planet can be used as a “gravitational slingshot.” As the object 
approaches, it gains momentum due to gravity. Its motion carries 
it past the planet or the Moon, but the additional momentum 
adds to its speed, sending it away faster. 

This space probe sends back 
pictures and information about 
Jupiter’s moon, Io. 
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The star that is the Sun’s nearest neighbor is so far away 
that its light takes more than four years to reach Earth. Even at 
that distance, stars infl uence one another through the force of  
gravity. In space, stars form huge clusters, such as the one shown 
below. They move as a group, held together by the force of  gravity 
between them. 

On a clear night, in a dark place, you can see the Milky Way: 
thousands of  stars that are visible as a band of  dim light across 
the sky. Those stars are part of  the Milky Way galaxy, a group 
of  billions of  stars, including our Sun. The Milky Way galaxy 
is similar to the one shown to the right. Many galaxies have 
this kind of  pinwheel shape, with stars rotating around their 
center of  mass. 

A Universal Force

Each star in this cluster, known as M13, 
affects all of the others.
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Great distances separate these huge collections of  stars from 
one another. Even so, gravitational forces draw them toward one 
another. Galaxies travel through space in clusters that have been 
traveling together for billions of  years. Scientists can calculate the 
mass of  galaxies by their gravitational infl uence on one another.

Star Formation

This cloud of gas 
may have formed 
from the explosion 
of stars long ago.

Gravity causes 
some of the 
gas particles to 
form clumps. 

As the clumps 
become larger, 
they attract more 
gas particles, 
becoming stars.

The Milky Way looks much like 
this galaxy, known as NGC 2997. 

Stars begin their existence as clouds of gas fl oating in space. 
The force of gravity pulls the gas into clumps that become 
stars and planets.
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After the gas has caused the formation of  a star, gravity still 
pulls particles toward its center. Extremely hot reactions in its 
core give the particles energy that forces them away from the core. 
Some of  these particles and some of  their energy escape the star, 
which is why we can see it. 

Sometimes when a very massive star consumes all of  its 
fuel its core collapses, releasing a large amount of  energy. The 
outer parts of  the star explode outward, blasting it apart in an 
explosion bright enough to be detected in distant galaxies. 
The force of  gravity crushes the core causing it to become smaller 
and smaller. Matter cannot escape this dense mass. Eventually, the 
mass collapses and becomes a black hole, a region of  space 
in which the force of  gravity is so large that even light, 
which travels at about 300 million kilometers per 
second, cannot escape. 

The explosion of a supernova 
sends energy and particles 
traveling out into space.

Matter 
that gets too 
close to a black hole 
disappears completely. 

Black Holes
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No one can observe a black hole 
directly because nothing, not even 
light, escapes from its gravity. We 
can only observe its effect on 
other objects. 

When an object gets too close to 
a black hole, the huge gravitational pull 

of  the black hole draws the object in, 
and the object becomes part of  the black 

hole. Astronomers have found evidence 
that a black hole may be at the core of  some 
galaxies. These black holes are about the 
size of  our solar system but have a mass 
equivalent to several billion stars. They are 
detected by their effect on the motion of  the 
stars in the galaxy. Another way to detect 
black holes is by observing matter that is 
accelerated as it passes close to a black hole 
but does not quite get pulled into it. Like 
the gravitational slingshot that accelerates a 
spacecraft, the gravity of  the black hole gives 
these particles enormous energy.

Gas from this blue gas giant star 
becomes part of the black hole 
when it gets too close.
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Gravity Is Great
Gravity is the force that holds the universe together. It affects 

everything you do, because without gravity things would not stay 
where you put them. A tossed ball would just keep moving in the 
direction of  the toss, leaving Earth and heading into space. Of  
course that statement is too simple, because without gravity there 
would not even be a planet from which to throw the ball. The 
universe would consist of  randomly moving particles that never 
pulled together.

It is interesting, though, to think what life would be like 
without gravity. Shuttle astronauts fl oat from place to place. 
Even though they are subject to the same forces of  
gravity as everyone else, they are able to ignore its 
effects because everything else around them 
is moving along with them. 
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On an extreme amusement park 
ride, you can experience many 
changes in force in several seconds. 

There are some places on Earth where you can experience 
the same effect, but only for a very short time. Remember how a 

ball thrown up in the air reaches a point at which the upward and 
downward forces are exactly balanced. You can experience the 
same thing on a roller coaster. As the roller coaster approaches a 
peak and starts back down, there is a moment when the forces on 
your body are balanced. You rise up off  the seat and fl oat above 
the ride. This is a moment of  weightlessness—a second or two 
during which you can ignore the amazing force of  gravity. 
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Glossary
air resistance the upward pressure exerted by air on a 

falling object

black hole a region of  space in which the force of  gravity 
is so great that even light cannot escape

center of  gravity the point that represents the average location 
of  an object’s mass, and below which it can 
be balanced

escape velocity the upward velocity that allows an object to 
continue moving away from a gravitational 
pull without additional force

orbital velocity the velocity at which the object continues 
to move around the planet if  no additional 
force is used

terminal velocity the velocity at which the air resistance on a 
falling object balances the force of  gravity

tides very long waves caused by the gravitational 
pull of  the Moon and the Sun

weight the measure of  the force of  gravity on 
an object
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1. How can your weight be different on Earth than 
on the Moon?

2. What two forces cause ocean tides?

3. Why do astronauts fl oat when they are weightless 
orbiting the Earth in the space shuttle?

4.  Gravity cannot be seen or felt 
even though it affects every object in the universe. 
Describe some of the ways you know gravity 
exists. Include details from the book to support 
your answer.

5.  Predict Based on your understanding of 
balance, what do you think will happen if you 
stand on one foot and then raise your arm and 
hold it out to one side?

What did you learn?Extended Vocabulary

air resistance
black hole
center of gravity
escape velocity
orbital velocity 
terminal velocity
tides
weight

Vocabulary

acceleration
force
friction
gravitational force
inertia
momentum
speed
velocity
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